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Within the last several years the speech patterns of lower socio-

economic class Negzoes have become increasingly important to a number of

different disciplines, including linguistics, sociology, psychology, and

education. Whereas one can certainly understand why scholars might focus

on that variety of Ehglish spoken by Negroes which shows the most structural

and functional contrast with standard English, it has become increasingly

apparent that there is a need to study the speech of a wider representation

of the black population. To understand the significance of speech as an

indicator of social status in the black community it is insufficient to

consider only one subset of the community. Alsotin order to study the role

of linguistic behavior in social mobility it is necessary to determine how

different linguistic features correlate with specific social levels. Fur-

thermore, as a practical basis for the teaching of standard English it is

essential to have some understanding of what particular features character-

ize specific socio-economic groups and at what age levels.

As a case study of the sociolinguistic parameters of the black com-

munity, Detroit was chosen as an example of a large Northern urban area.

From over 700 original interviews conducted by the Detroit Dialect Study,

60 informants were chosen to evenlyrepresent four social classes (conven-

tionally labeled upper-middle, lower-middle, upper-working, and lower-working

class), three age levels (10-12 year old pre-adolescents, 14-17 year old

teen-agers, and 30-55 year old adults), and sex differences (see Shuy, Wblfram

and Riley, 1968, for a description of the field procedures).

This measurement of sociolinguistic behavior requires the formulation

of a unit which can take into account continuous ordered variation within

and across discrete linguistic types (e.g. within or across systematic



phoneme boundaries). The unit that permits this characterization has been

termed the linguistic variable (Labav 1964: 15). The linguistic variable,

itself an abstraction, is realized in actual speech behavior by variants;

that is, individual items which are members of a class of variants consti-

tuting the variable. For example, we may choose to consider what we will

call the theta variable in word-medial or word-final position. For this

variable, generally represented orthographically as th in such words as

mouth, nothing and tooth, at least four significant variants are actually

realized phonetically. These include an interdental voiceless fricative

(e.g. [nPAN]), a labio-dental voiceless fricative f (e.g. [nef;n]), an

alveolar stop t (e.g.En9.4]), or no consonantal realization at all (e.g.

The formulation of the linguistic variable has important dividends

for sociolinguistics in that it is the unit which serves as the basis for

correlatIng linguistic with extra-linguistio or independent linguistic fac-

tors. The particular value of a given linguistic variable (x) may be viewed

as a function (f) of its correlation with extra-linguistic or independent

linguistic variables. For example, in the current study extra-linguistic

factors such as socio-economic class, sex, age, contextual style, and racial

isolation are considered; independent linguistic factors taken into account

are linear environment and construction type. This may be represented as:

x = f(a,b,c,d,e,f.g)

where a = socio-economic class

b = sex

= age

d = contextual style

e = racial isolation

f = linsar environment

g= construction type
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The regularity with which much vsriation between forms, formerly dis-

missed as "free variation", can be accounted for on the basis of extra -

linguistic and independent linguistic factors has made the concept of the

linguistic variable an invaluable construct in the description of patterned

speedh variation.

The study of linguistic variables rather than categorical constants

adds a new dimension to the examination of speech differences, namely, the

quantitative measurement of the variants of a variable. As quantitative

methods are used, correlations between linguistic and social patterns emerge.

The utilization of quantitative methods isof course, somewhat of a paradox

in linguistics since structural linguistics has been based on the classifi-

cation of elements into discrete qualitative units, conceived as absolutely

different from one another. That a qualitative model is adequate for a

description of language as COLE (i.e., its cognitive function) is not dis-

puted here, however, the functions of language when viewed as BEHAVIOR (i.e.,

its social function) suggest that a qualitative model is inadequate in ac-

counting for the patterned variation between forms.

The quantitative measurement of linguistic variables necessarily in -

vcaves counting variants. Although at first glance this may seem like a

fairly simple procedure, hardly requiring linguistic sophistication, Labav

(1968: 14) has correctly pointed out that:

...even the simplest type of counting raises a number of

subtle and difficult problems. The final decision as to

what to count is actually the final solution to the prob-

lem at hand. The decision is approached only through a

long series of exploratory maneuvers.

In the first place, it is necessary to delimit the number of variants

which can reliably be identified and to select relevant categories of vari-

ants for tabulation. Take, for example, the case of syllable final d in
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in such words as good, bad, and stupid. At least six phonetically dif-

ferent realizations for syllable final d can be transcribed, including a

voiced stop [d], a partially voiced stop [di , a voiced flap DI] , a glottal

stop NI an unreleased stop Ctl 9 and no consonantal realization at all

0. Although six different phonetic realizations can be noted, there are

only three relevant categories for tabulation: (1) a stop with partial or

full voicing; (2) a voiceless glottal or unreleased aaveolar stop; and

(3) no consonantal realization at all.

It is also important to identify the total population of utterances

in which an item may "potentially" vary (Labay 1968: 14). For example,

in the consideration of copula absence for the Negro population (e.g. he

nice) there are certain types of syntactic constructions (e.g. clause final,

emphasis, past tense, first person singular, etc.) in which the presence

of the copula is obligatory for all speakers regardless of socio-economic

class; in other types of syntactic constructions, however, the copula may

or may not be present. To include both types of constructions in a quanti-

tative measurement of variation is to skew the actual figures of variation.

Further, it is necessary to identify relevant linguistic environments

(phonological, grammatical, and semological) which may affect the vatation

of items. In identifying and classifying different types of environments

affecting Variation, it is also necessary to exclude environments in which

distinctions between variants are neutralized for phonetic reasons. Thus,

in word-final consonant clusters in such words as test, desk, and ground,

it is necessary to exclude clusters which are immediately followed by a

homorganic consonant (e.g. test day) from the tabulation since it is some-

times impossible to perceive whether the final consonant of the cluster is
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present or absent. The importance of identifying relevant linguistic en-

vironments is no less for quantitative studies than it is for qualitative

description.

With our previous discussion on the nature of the linguistic variable

in mind, let ua now turn to the actual variables which were delimited in

our case study of Detroit. Four phonological and four grammatical variables

were chosen for this study. The four phonological variables were: 1) word-

final consonant + stop clusters (e.g. desk, ground, cold) whose variants

are simply the presence or the absence of the final stop 2) medial and

final th (e.g. tooth, with, othise, whose variants were given earlier

3) syllable final d (e.g. shed, gpod, stupid) whose variants are a voiced

stop, a voiceless unreleased stop or glottal, and no phonetic realization

and 4) post-vocalic r (beard, fire, sister) whose variants are simply retro-

flection and lack of retroflection. The grammatical variables were: 1)suf-

fixal -Z0including third person singnlar concord (e.g. he goes), possessive-

marker (John's hat, and certain plural constzuctions (e.g. five cents) --

the variants are simply the presence or absence of -Z ,2) multiple negation

(or commonly referred to as "double negative" e.g. Be didn't do neigne,

whose variants are simply "realized" aneunrealized'multiple negation)

3) copula, whose variants are a full form of the copula (e.g. he is here),

a contracted form (e.g. he's here), and the absence of a copula (e.g. he

here) and 4) the use of "invariant be" forms where SE uses the conjugated
4

forms of the verb (e.g. he be bum). It is certainly beyond the limitation

of this paper to present a detailed analysis of uach of the individual vari-

ables although this is, in fact, what was done in the actualy sociolinguis-

tic research (see Wolfram forthcoming). What can be summarized here in this



, brief account is several basic research questions concerning the function

of the linguistic variable as a marker of social status in the bladk commu-

nity: (1) the intersection of various social factors in accounting for

patterned speech variation, (2) the extent to which social differentiation

is quantitative or qualitative ,(3) the relation between socially diagnos-

tic (i.e. features which mark off social groups from one another) phonolo-

gical and grammatical variablesiand (4) the effect of independent linguistic

constraints on variability. First, let us examine the intersecting social

factors which correlate with speech differences. The investigation of

various social parameters indicates that social status is the single most

important variable correlating with linguistic differences. Of the four

social classes delimited in this study, the most clear-out linguistic boun-

dary is found between the lower-middle and upper-working social classes

and the least clear-cut difference between upper-working and lower-working

classes. According to Landecker (1960: 874), it is most difficult to de-

termine sharp social boundaries at the lawer end of the social scale. We

thus observe that the least clear-out linguistic boundary parallels the

least clear-cut social bourdary.

Although social class is the single most important social factor cor-

relating with speech differences, there are other social variables which

intersect with class in an important way. Por example, within each socia)

class it is observed that females generally approximate the standard Eng-

lish norm more than males do. Hannerz (1967: 2) has observed that the

Negro male departs more from the mainstream norm of middle class behavior

than the female. The sex differentiation of speech behavior in this study

parallels Hannerz' general observation.
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Age also correlates with differences in speech behavior. Adults

generally use socially stigmatized variants less than teen-agers and pre-

adolescents. A comparison of the individual informants with each other

indicates that there is more individual variation among middle class vre-

adolescents and teen-agers than among middle class adults. Middle class

adults are relatively constant in their use of standard English, whereas

some pre-adolescents and teen-agers show considerable divergence from the

standard English norm. On the other hand, there is mare individual variation

among working class adults than pre-adolescents and teen-agers. Some of

these adults approximate the standard English norm more than others, where-

as the working class pre-adolescents and teen-agers are relatively constant

in their uae of Nonstandard Negro English. A comparison of age differences

in the black community with sge differences in the white community suggests

that age differentiation plays a more important role in the black community.

An investigation of the parameter of style shows that there is con-

siderable variation based on the differentiation of interview and reading

style, the latter style consistently showing a closer approximation of the

standard English norm. This stylistic variatia. indicates that the inform-

ants recognize (whether consciously or unconsciously) that particular vari-

ables are markers of social status. Th6 more stylistic variation there is,

the more socially "marked" the linguistic variable. Both working class

and lower-middle class informants have more stylistic variation than the

upper-middle class informants.

Finally, the factor of racial isolation (as a function of peer group*

educational and residential segregation patterns) is seen to be useful in

comparing the speech of a number of upper-middle class informants who have
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integrated or predominantly white contacts with upper-middle class informants

having predominantly Negro contacts. Racial isolation is observed to have

some effect on the speech of pre-adolescents and teen-agers, but there is

very little effect on adults.

The second question, the extent to which social differentiation is

qualitative or quantitative, ryveals that differences between social groups

vary slightly according to the. individual variable being analyzel. However,

despite the slight individual differences, we oan make some general obser-

vations. For one, we observe that three of the four phonological variables

investigated suggest that the differences between the four social classes of

Negroes in Detroit are quantitative rather than qualitative. The one excep-

tion is the theta variable -- this variable tends to reveal the categorical

absence of f among the middle class informants. Dut even among Detroit

middle class residents (and particularly pre-adolescents and teen-agers) one

will find some incidence of cluster final stop absence, post-vocalic r re-

duction (and this is despite the fact that the Negro community is surrounded

by an r dialect area), and glottal or unreleased stop variants for syllable-

final d. On the other hand, the grammatical variables most typically reveal

the categorical absence of certain variants among the middle class population.

If the variables chosen here are in any way typical of the actual aocial

stratification of speech, we may conclude that phonological variables will

more often reveal quantitative differences between different social classes

of Negroes and grammatical variables will more often reveal qualitative dif-

ferences.

A corrolary of the above observation concerning qualitative and quan-

titative differences between social groups is the conclusion_relating to the
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relative social diagnosticity of phonological variables as they compare with

grammatical variables. In order to understand the relation most clearly we

can suggest the use of two terms, namely what may be called "gradient"

stratification and "sharp" stratification. Gradient stratification refers

to a progresstve increase in the frequency of occurrence of a variant be-

tween social groups without a clearly defined difference between contiguous

social groups. The incidence of post-vocalic r in the black community is

an example of gradient stratification. The following diagram illustrates

the differences in r absence (i.e. lack of constriction) for four social

classes of Negroes in Detroit, upper-middle (tmN), lower-middle (LMN),

upper-working (tJ10), and lower-working (LUN) class Negroes.

Mean % r Absence
100

75 -

50

25 200S

38.8

61

71.7

MIN LIMN 'OWN LWN

Fig. 1. Post-vocalic r Absence: An Example of "Gradient" Stratifi-

cation

One observes that there is a progressive increase in the absence of

post-vocalic r between the four social groups; none of the groups are dis-

cretely differentiated on the basis of r. But there are other variables

which indicate a sharp demarcation between contiguous social classes (i.e.

sharp stratification) such as the absence of third-person singular, present -

tense -Z. Note the incidence of -Z third person singular absence in Pig. 2.
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Mean -Z Absence

100

75

50

25

co;

UMN DIN MIN LWN

Fig. 2. Third Person Singular Absence: An Example of "Sharp"

Stratification

In contrast to the absence of post-vocalic r, we observe that the

middle class groups are sharply differenlated from the working class groups

by the incidence of -Z. Contiguous social groups (in this case, lower -

middle and upper -workinr classes) reveal significant differences in the in-

cidence of -Z third-person singular. In the case of the grammatical vari-

ables we often find sharp stratification. But for the phonological variables

we most generally find gradient stratification. In the sense that gramma-

tical variables more discretely divide the population than phonological

variables, we may conclude that they are typically more socially diagnostic.

The fourth question, that of independent linguistic constraints on

variability, is one which has received conspicuously little attention in

sociolinguistic research. Whereas the last decade has witnessed an increas-

ing awareness of systematic variation in speech as it correlates to social

factors such as class, age, sex, and contextual style, the relative influ-

ence of independent linguistic constraints on variability has been overlooked.



But this research reveals that there are linguistic effects on variation

which have essential implications about the relative social stigmatization

of particular features. Linguistic factors such as construction

type, and linear environment may greatly affect the social diagnosticity

of a partiaular feature. Take the well knawn case of multiple negation.

The tabulations of multiple negation reveal that one type of multiple nega-

tive involving a negativized auxiliary and a negative adverb (e.g. hardly

never) is observed among the middle class population while multiple negatives

involving a negativized auxiliary and an indefinite pronoun or determiner

(don't do nothing) are categorically absent in the speech of most middle

class informants. Similarly, copula absence involving is (e.g. he nice) is

confined to the working class informants, although the absence of are, par-

ticularly with gonna (e.g. They gonna) is sometimes found in the speech of

both the middle class and working class.

We also see that linear environment may have an important effect on

the social diagnosticity of variables. Consider the case of consonant

clusters given in Fig. 3.

Mean % Absence
100

75

50

93.5
97.3 Cons.

/43.3

22.6

Non-Cons.

.4

tIN LM lInT LW

Fig. 3. Effect of Following Consonantal and Non-Consonantal Environ-

ment on Final Member of Word-Final Consonant Cluster



One will notice that the statistical discrepancy between the classes

is much greater following a non-consonantal environment than following a

consonantal environment. Cluster reduction is quite common for the Negro

middle class population (as it is for most English speakers when a potential

cluster is followed by a consonant). But when followed by a non-consonantal

environnent, the discrepancy between the social classes is much more ap-

parent. We thus conclude that the absence of the final member of the clus-

ter is considerably mnre stigmatized for the working class population in

the non-consonantal environment. It is quite inconspicuous, and therefore

less stigmatized in the consonantal environment.

In sum, we have tried to show that in order to account for systematic

variation between the variants of a variable a conaideration of extra-

linguistic and independent linguistic constraints is imperative. Only a

consideration of these two facets will reveal the fully systematic nature

of variation and the various constraints on the relative social significance

of certain variants.
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